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THE MERIDIAN SCHOOL

Poverty and Homelessness Focus
Every day we see people on a stop light asking for money. Children ask questions and we find different ways to best respond. Why are people
homeless? This semester, we will have the opportunity to learn and reflect about socioeconomic diversity with focus on poverty and homelessness.
The purpose is to promote conversations on poverty in the USA offering opportunities to create awareness and understanding of poverty circumstances while building competencies and fostering action.
LueRachelle Brim-Atkins is a diversity speaker who is also part of the Board at First Place School. First Place is a private, nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization located in Seattle’s Central Area. Its mission is to educate and nurture children whose families struggle with the risk or reality of homelessness. In coordination with Mrs. Brim-Atkins and First Place School, we will have several activities and programs:

School Assembly and Classroom
workshops on April 30th.
LueRachelle Brim-Atkins will facilitate a
classroom conversation with First Place
School and Meridian students. FPS students will share their experience on political advocacy. They travel to the state legislature in Olympia each year and testify
about socioeconomic issues.

A parent forum :
Courageous Conversations: How
to Talk with Children about Poverty and Homelessness?
April 25th from 8:40-10:40 AM
Room 202
LueRachelle Brim-Atkins

K-5 Library workshops:
After spring break k-5 students will have
the opportunity to experience Bringing
Theatre into the Classroom focused on
poverty and homelessness issues. The program will be based on two books The Can
Man by Laura E. Williams and Those Shoes
by Maribeth Boelts. This program will be
done during library time and with the library’s experts in residence funds.

Talking with Children About Race: Strategies
From Cultures Connecting

Prepare Yourself & Be a Role
Model
Be intentional in your everyday life
about the messages you want your
child/youth to receive from you
about what it means to treat people
with dignity and respect and how to
be in the world. Start with your
own personal journey towards cultural competence.
Act on Teachable Moments
Teachable moments usually come
to you by surprise, often catching
you off guard. Children and youth
will say or do something that you
may or may not be prepared for.
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It’s important that you try to address whatever was said or done
as often as possible. Not responding sends a message too though
you don’t always have to respond
immediately. It’s better that you
try and help children interpret
their experiences rather than leave
it up to them to try and make
sense of what they see, hear and
experience.

other than math. Blacks have talents
other than dancing and sports. Native Americans don’t walk around
wearing traditional clothing or live in
teepees. Latinos aren’t all immigrants and do work in diverse professional roles. Media continues to exacerbate these and other stereotypes. Be intentional about ensuring
children and youth receive much
broader messages about diverse
groups of people.

Provide a Counter-Narrative
A counter-narrative is designed to
counteract messages that lead to
internalized racial inferiority or
superiority. This is not necessarily
in reaction to something a youth
says, but rather built in to everyday conversations.

Critically Analyze Books and Media Together
Children/youth can develop the skills
necessary to critically analyze books
and media on their own if you help
them grow in this way. Talk with
children about the they read, ask
them questions that get them to
develop tools that will assist them in
being critical thinkers.

Provide them with Books, Movies and other Media that Reflect Racial Diversity in Positive
Ways
Asians are known for more than
karate and are good at things
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Talk Openly about Discrimination
Kids are teased and harassed every
day for all kinds of reasons. Discriminatory teasing based on race,

gender, sexual orientation, etc., is
different from other forms of harassment. Children and youth often need
help finding ways to effectively deal
with being the target of harassment.
Stress Cultural Heritage
Both white and children/youth of
color receive messages about their
heritage. It’s important that you help
to shape this message in a positive
way so that they feel a since of pride
in who they are and where they come
from. While whites receive more
positive messages about being white,
their ancestors received negative
messages and consequences for their
Irish, Scottish, Italian, Jewish, etc.
heritage, causing assimilation whereby many white children do not know
about their culture. The messages
children of color receive about their
group identity can have a powerful
negative impact on their sense of self
worth. It’s important that we expose
all children to the richness of their
heritage.
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thought and identity by
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hearts, connect awareness to actions, and
celebrate the contribution of the individual to
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Diversity Committees
Board Diversity Committee:
Linda Schoemaker, Sandy
Aslanian, Ted Holmes, Ron
Waldman, Ronnie Cunningham, Rafael Del Castillo (cochair) and Yaneth Vrentas
(co-chair).
Parent Diversity Support
Team: Suzanne Edison,
Katie Renschler, Stephanie
Wright, Sarah Sanford, Korene Stokke, Bonnie Tilghman, Elena Kuo, Lisa Smith,
Jan Backstrom and Yaneth
Vrentas.
Faculty Diversity Committee: Lori VanEtta, Eilene
Glasgow, Luzelvia Diaz and
Amy Duncan and Yaneth
Vrentas.
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Talking with Children About Race:
Reflections and Resources
Last December, Dr. Caprice Hollins, cofounder of Cultures Connecting, presented
workshops to Meridian faculty and parents
on how to talk to children about race. Some of
her main points included recognizing the importance of talking about skin color with children, preparing ourselves and being role
models, and finding resources and tools to
have these conversations. Some of those tools
included ways to respond when children ask
difficult questions or make inappropriate
comments; teaching awareness and critical
thinking when reading books or being exposed to media; and offering “counternarrative” by sharing and exposing kids to
counter stereotypes. Here are some of Dr.
Hollins’ highlights:
- Research in child development has shown
that children are not colorblind. They begin
forming judgments and stereotypes based on
skin color as early as 2 years of age.

- It is important to guide children in their understanding of racial constructions and provide a counter narrative for the negative messages they're receiving about themselves and
others. Teaching them about the strengths of
their culture helps build their confidence and
ability to deal with bias.
- "There's no way we can beat Disney." Help
young people learn to critically analyze the
media they want to consume.
- One way youth can counter bias themselves
is to appeal to the principles of the other person. "It surprises me to hear you say that. I've
always seen you as someone who stands up
for other people's rights."
- You don't have to know everything or have
the exact right words. Slow the conversation,
ask questions, and be willing to learn together.
Find some strategies on page 4.
For more information and resources contact
Yaneth Vrentas at yvrentas@meridianschool.edu. You
can also see Caprice Hollins

“Common sense is the collection
of prejudices acquired by age
eighteen.”

One Mom’s Journey of Approaching
Courageous Conversations

Albert Einstein (German-Swiss U.S.
physicist, 1879-1955)

By Suzanne Edison
5th grade parent
There is a lot to absorb
when getting into courageous
conversations like Caprice Hollins’
one. We, the Parent Diversity
Committee, got positive feedback
from participants, but we also
heard one parent who felt that it
was too much and at times made
her feel guilty. Dr. Hollins as well
as other speakers that have talked
about diversity, emphasized the
importance of parents becoming
aware and knowledgeable about
our own biases at the same time
that we try to open conversations
with our children. There is a lot to
focus on when first approaching
this material. We know that when
learning anything new, there is a
learning curve.
As a former psychotherapist and
as a white mother with a child
adopted from Guatemala, let me
think aloud a moment about the
workshops I have attended dealing with anti-bias issues, social
justice and the range of feelings
and thoughts this work has engendered in me and what it might
also bring up for others.
I grew up in St. Louis in the 50’s
and 60’s in an upper middle class
household. I started thinking
about race issues when I was a
child, as many of us do. When the
black woman was at our house
who was taking care of her children? Why were the schools
where black kids went, in such
poor shape? I really didn’t have
words back then to articulate my
awareness or anyone to discuss it
with, though my parents did their
best.

DIVERSITY IN ACTION
In the 1980’s as a young adult living
in Seattle, I joined a group of progressives who were funding nonprofit organizations doing grassroots organizing and political advocacy. The group included people
from different economic and ethnic
backgrounds. Most of the white
people brought the money to the
organization but the decision making, the power to decide where the
money went, had to be balanced
out. We realized we needed to find
ways to talk to each other about
class, race and power, and engaged
ourselves in weekend retreats and
workshops on these subjects.
Many of our discussions were
tense. All of us had assumptions
about each other that we were
trying to bring to awareness and
then openly discuss. In order to
have these discussions we had to
learn to trust each other, to create
“safe enough” situations and find
some sort of common language.
But even so, whenever we were
“pushing the envelope”, opening
up areas that were potentially
charged, there was always fear.
And for the whites among us, a lot
of guilt.
While fear can be understood and
experienced by everyone, guilt,
though VERY normal, usually takes
longer to work through. Whites
can easily feel guilty about being
white when learning about social
justice. And of course, none of us
can change the color of our skin.
What we can do is try to understand what the other person’s life
is like and how skin color alone
affords privileges to some and restricts others. Guilt itself is not a

“Love and compassion are necessities,
not luxuries. Without them, humanity
cannot survive.”
― Dalai Lama XIV

- Second Step presented a special antibullying production, Treasure Allies. Students learned about recognizing, refusing, and reporting bullying,
how to be an ally, forming stronger
friendships, and forgiveness.

“ All I can really do is try to understand my
own biases, listen to what others say about
their experiences, and have the courage to
move beyond my comfort zone to confront
bias, be an ally to others and lay stones on
this path, one step at a time.”
useful feeling for moving forward,
it stops our brains from thinking
and learning, but it is real and
something we have to learn to
recognize and move beyond.
I understand now that guilt will
come and go as one moves towards greater understanding. Fear
is also a normal response to having
difficult conversations. That is why
they are called “courageous” conversations. While fear is hard, I can
still think while feeling fear. I can
say, “I’m afraid of this thought but
here it is”…or “I really don’t know
what to do and I’m afraid I’ll say or
do the wrong thing” when talking
to a person who is different from
you. The flip side of fear can be
excitement. It can feel simultaneously fearful and exciting embarking on new territory.
And each step taken towards those
conversations is a building block,
like weight training, building muscles so you can take bigger steps. I
think the hardest part of being a
white, middle or upper middleclass mother of an adopted Latina
child is, as Caprice Hollins said,
“you don’t know what you don’t
know”.

I don’t know exactly what my
daughter is experiencing. I try to
talk to her about what I imagine is
going on for her and about how
people might see her. We talk
about other biases we both have or
what we see in movies or read
about in books or hear on the
news. It is an evolving process, and
I am glad there are more tools now
than when I was a child to make
these discussions more substantial.
It is hard to step outside one’s own
upbringing. I can’t really know
what it’s like for someone brownskinned, or culturally different. All I
can really do is try to understand
my own biases, listen to what others say about their experiences,
and have the courage to move
beyond my comfort zone to confront bias, be an ally to others and
lay stones on this path, one step at
a time.

In addition to the different ways in
which our faculty infuses diversity in
their curriculum, our school assemblies
often offer opportunities to our students
to understand, learn, and reflect on
different diversity topics. These presentations have been offered through our
Global Studies, School climate, Character Education and Diversity Education

Students listened to the legends of the
Jamestown Klallam tribe as told by
Elaine Grinnell. Elaine is an elder of
the Klallam tribe and is a drum maker,
basket weaver as well as story teller. It
is Elaine’s desire to spread the word of
the Klallam people, their culture, and
legends.
- Students learned about the pointlessness of prejudice through Dr. Seuss's in
the Book It Theater presentation of The
Lorax and The Sneetches and Other
Stories.

- Storyteller Eva Abram portrayed Bessie Coleman and shared her desire to
become a pilot in a nation where no
licensed female African-American pilots existed. She describes her
firsthand experiences with discrimination and then triumph in the 1920s
when she became the first internationally licensed Black aviatrix.

MERIDIAN DIVERSITY JOURNEY INVOLVES ALL OF US
Meridian Diversity Committees’ Summit
In November, The three committees that support the diversity initiative
at Meridian: Board Diversity Committee, Parent Diversity Support Team
(PDST), and Faculty Diversity Committee met to brainstorm ideas regarding next steps in our educational foci on diversity topics for our
school community and ideas to enrich the diversity program at Meridian. We also invited the president of the PA and the Assistant Head.

Professional Development

This is an open invitation for further discussion.
From left: Yaneth Vrentas, Sarah Sanford, Bonnie Tilghman, Elena Kuo, Lisa
Smith, Katie Renschler and Suzanne Edison. Not pictured: Stephanie Wright,
Korene Stokke and Jan Backstrom .

This semester, Caprice Hollins and Ilsa Govan from Cultures Connecting
are working with our faculty on looking at best practices, classroom
applications, tools for teachers to enrich their curriculum, and ways to
approach diversity conversations with children.

Parent Diversity Support Team
The Parent Diversity Support Team (PSDT) is a group of parents
committed to supporting Meridian’s diversity initiative. The main
goal of this team is to facilitate the opportunity for families to engage in conversations about diversity topics through events and
activities such as forums, speakers, and other communications. This
team has also helped us with their input to enhance support systems for students, families, and staff and offered ideas to reach out
and retain diverse students and families. The PSDT meets every
month and its membership is open to other parents who are interested in participating. If you would like to join us, please contact
Yaneth Vrentas at yvrentas@meridianschool.edu

